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Ilearned to shoot and bowhunt
with a succession of unremark-
able, cheap or second-hand “tra-

ditional” bows (if solid fiberglass can
be considered traditional), first a 15
pound Bear Red Fox fiberglass
recurve, then a 30 pound Indian
Archery fiberglass longbow (which I
actually killed scads of rabbits and
carp with) and finally a nondescript
45 pound “Shim-Bo’” laminated
recurve with ambidextrous, stapled-
on plastic handle/arrow shelves,
which I killed my first couple deer
with. I’m reminded of Dana Garvey’s
“Angry Old Man” skit during past
Saturday Night Live Weekend
Updates, ranting of how things used
to be better in the old days when I say,
“And I liked them just fine!” 

I can’t begin to imagine what it’s
like to be a youngster with a passion
for archery today, to be privy to all
these terrific youth bows suddenly
and readily available. If I were eight or
10 or 12 again there would be no
question what I’d be begging for
come Christmas; even if pinning
down an exact model might prove
highly challenging. There are sudden-
ly so many awesome bows for small
people to choose from choices can
prove downright confusing. 

Today’s youth don’t have to invest
months of concerted practice learn-
ing to hit a target with consistency, a
full year of utter frustration in the
quest for their very first rabbit, miss
shots at dozens of tediously-stalked
(and scarce) deer before finally con-
necting on their first. In today’s world
everything is short-cutted, which
come to think of it, considering video
games and organized sports and all
the other distractions vying for young
people’s attention these days, maybe
this is a good thing. There are still very
basic youth bows available – normal-
ly for the youngest shooters, from
makers such as Martin and Bear
Archery – but the very best youth

compounds essentially have all the
bells and whistles of adult models
from the same major companies,
including built-in accuracy and con-
sistency, simply scaled down to
smaller dimensions. This makes suc-
cess on at least targets almost
assured, instilling continued interest
and allowing graduation to bigger
things such as big-game hunting. 

I’ve always been proud of the fact
I killed my first deer – a mule deer doe
– at age 14 and all on my own, but
today friend’s kids are successfully
arrowing bucks at nine and 10 years
old. This is due in large part to better,

more efficient youth compound
models (and arrows and broadheads
to match).

The biggest selling point in
today’s quality youth compounds is a
huge degree of adjustability. As any-
one knows, kids can grow like sum-
mer weeds following summer rain.
They outgrow clothes and shoes on a
seemingly monthly basis.
Thoughtfully-designed youth com-
pounds allow kids to grow all they
want without making their birthday
or Christmas bow obsolete inside six
months. Most are designed so they
can theoretically serve a kid from the

Today’s Youth Bows Make it Simple

The new Mission Craze
goes down to 19 inches
in draw length and 19
pounds of draw weight,
yet it also goes up to 70
pounds at 30 inches. It’s
a bow that not only
grows up with your
child, it can serve a
whole family of archers.
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grade school years through late teens.
For example, Mission Archery’s
incredible Craze can be adjusted
from 19 to 30 inches of draw length
and 19 to 70 pounds of draw weight;
Bear Archery’s Apprentice from 15 to
27 inches and 20 to 50 pounds. This
easily takes a child from “pee-wee”
class 3-D to bowhunting whitetail
deer with a single bow. It also means
as a dealer you don’t have to stock as
many models to serve a multitude of
customers. 

Alpine Archery
208-746-4717
www.alpinearchery.com 
“We know the future rests with

our younger generation,” says Bob
Proctor, President of Alpine Archery.
“It’s imperative that not only do we
get them interested in the sport of
archery but we provide the absolute
best equipment possible to ensure
they succeed at it and enjoy it to the
fullest so they will stay in it. We have
pulled out all the stops with the intro-
duction of our 2011 Jim Shockey
Signature Series Lil’ Guff to make sure
every child shooting one will be
pleased with the performance and
accuracy of this bow.”

The Lil’ Guff, Alpine’s “Youth”

model is designed specifically for
archers five to 12. It’s a dramatic
improvement in mechanical func-
tion, durability and arrow speed over
past youth models from the compa-
ny, including 7 inches of draw length
adjustment (17 to 23 inches) via a
rotating modular system and draw
weight adjustable from 10 to 35
pounds. Bronze bearings in the 65
percent let off Radical Force cams and
two-piece rosewood handle plates
are other notable features. The 2.5
pound bow includes 32 inch axle-to-
axle length and 6 inch brace and
comes in Black/Bonz Camo or
Black/Pink Camo. 

The remarkable Ruckus is offered
for shooters ages 10 to 16 (or adult
ladies) who are serious about their 3-
D or ready for reasonable big game
challenges such as turkey and deer. It
includes all-machined components
and a high-performance 65 percent
letoff, bearing-equipped Radical
Force Cam. Its rotating modular sys-
tem allows draw length adjustments
from 22 to 28 inches and it has a peak
draw weight of 50 pounds. The 3
pound, 34.75 inch long bow includes
a 6.5 inch brace height. These bows
are finished in either Mossy Oak
Break-Up Infinity or Pink Camo with
black limbs, and include rosewood
side-plate handle grips. 

Both models are offered in both
right- and left-hand models. For 2011
Alpine’s “Youth” and “Teen” models
are also priced to sell, with street
prices of $219 and $269, respectively.

Barnett Crossbows 
225-628-4016 
www.barnettcrossbows.com 
This Florida business has been in

the hunting industry some 50 years,
bringing innovation and excellence to

to Start Them Off Right in Archery

By Patrick Meitin

Alpine’s completely redesigned Ruckus is
termed a “teen” model, made with cutting-
edge technology allowing shooters aged
10 to 16 to enjoy top-notch target accura-
cy or wield enough power to hunt big
game.

PHOTO LEFT: The Lil Guff from Alpine is a hard-
and straight-shooting little bow made especially for
shooters aged five to 12. It is available in black,
camo and pink versions to please any young archer.
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the crossbow market, selling more
than one million units during that
time. More recently Barnett has
become a youth-bow powerhouse,
the Vortex Junior Compound Bow the
top performer in the nine-bow line-
up, which also includes recurve mod-
els. The Vortex is a highly-versatile lit-
tle compound designed to be adjust-
ed easily between draw lengths of 17
and 27 inches, and draw weights from
16 and 45 pounds. The Vortex uses a
pivoting modular dual cam system
with 60 to 70 percent letoff to zip
arrows with authority. It can be had in
right-hand models only, and in black
or Next Camo finishes. Better yet, the
bow comes in kit form, including
three arrows, bow-mounted quiver,
arrow rest and sight, plus the bow’s
unique out-in-the-open packaging
can be used as a simple carrying case.   

Bear Archery 
812-467-1200 
www.beararcheryproducts.com 
The well-received and sporty

Young Gun compounds of past sea-
sons chiseled a permanent spot for
Bear Archery as a youth-bow authori-
ty. In 2011 that position has grown

more pronounced, with the introduc-
tion of the Bear Apprentice as the
“flagship” to 14 other youth-bow
options, including traditional
recurves. This is a sweet-shooting lit-
tle bow capable of spitting arrows out
at 265 fps from a chassis weighing
only 2.9 pounds and including 27.5
inch axle-to-axle dimensions and 6
inch brace. The 70 percent letoff
rotating modular hybrid cam system
allows 13 draw length positions from
15 to 27 inches and draw weights
from 20 to 50 pounds in a single bow.
Note, these adjustments can be made
without a bow press. It includes big-
bow features such as Contra-Band
no-stretch Dynaflight BCY strings
and cables, Teflon slide, pivoting
machined limb pockets, fine-tunable
split-yolk buss cables and head-to-
toe Realtree APG HD camo (also Pink
Camo). Better yet, this “Ready To
Hunt” bow includes Trophy Ridge’s
Whisker Biscuit arrow rest, 3-pin fiber
optic sight, peep, 4-arrow quiver and
string loop, so it is practically ready to
shoot on purchase. The bow is offered
in right-hand only.

“This is a bow that’s ready to take
on a challenging 3-D course or even a

youngster’s first whitetail deer,” says
Ross Rinehart, Bear Archery’s
Marketing Manager. “It’s priced to sell
and made to endure the roughest
treatment a young bowhunter can
dish out.”               

Diamond Archery 
541-284-4711 
www.diamondarchery.com 
Diamond Archery by BowTech

has come to represent a lot of bow for
the money and their youth bow
model is no exception. Back by popu-
lar demand, the Razor Edge is a Ray
Howell/Kicking Bear-endorsed youth
bow utilizing a quick 75 percent
letoff,  rotating modular dual cam
system to provide a remarkable 11
inches of draw length range (19 to 29
inches). Offered in two peak draw

146

Barnett, better known for some of the best crossbow values in the industry, also offers
the affordable but highly shootable Vortex youth bow. Its open packaging doubles as a
convenient carrying case and allows customers to check the bow out before they buy.

Bear Archery has remained at the fore-
front of youth-bow technology. The Young
Gun and Young Gun II have been big hits
in the past. This year’s hit with the kids is
above, the faster, more highly adjustable
Apprentice, offering 265 fps potential.
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weight versions of 29 or 60 pounds
(with the ability to back weight off 50
percent) the Razor Edge covers draw
weights from 15 to 60 pounds, rocket-
ing arrows to 308 fps when set at 29
inches and 60 pounds. The newly-
designed ergo grip also accommo-
dates a broader range of hand sizes
comfortably, the 31 inch axle-to-axle
bow producing a forgiving 7 inch
brace. The bow can be purchased
alone, or with an optional Boondocks
Accessory Package including quiver,
3-pin sight, total-containment arrow
rest and wrist sling, making it easy for
a youth archer to get started.

Jim Velazquez, Media Relations
for BowTech/Diamond and long-
time archery insider, says, “The Razor
Edge is the best value you’ll ever find.
It has such a wide adjustment range it
will grow with a child from childhood
through adulthood with just one set
of limbs. For the money it has a lot of
performance to offer. It’s an extreme-
ly versatile bow; an incredible bow.”     

Darton Archery
989-728-4231 
www.dartonarchery.com 
Darton’s youth bows have always

been cutting edge and packed with
performance. The new Ranger series
is no exception. It’s designed to fit the
smallest youngster but easily accom-
modates the growing and aspiring
bowhunter. It’s available in three
models, the “I” with black finish (and
15  to 30 pound weight adjustment
and 17 to 25 inches of draw length
range with 30 percent letoff); the “II”
with black riser and Realtree APG HD
limbs and “III” in complete APG HD
camo or pink riser/black limbs (the
latter with 15 to 45 pounds of weight
adjustment within a 15 pound adjust-
ment range – according to model –
and 17 to 28 inches of draw length
adjustment). These 32 inch bows
include a 6-7/8 inch brace, weigh 2.9
pounds and sport an effective letoff of
40 to 75 percent. The single-cam sys-
tem includes nine draw length mod-
ules to handle draw lengths from 17
to 28 inches, without the use of a bow
press. To be hon-
est, though,
while perfor-
mance on this
system is top-
notch, adjust-
ments for weight,
letoff and draw
length are more
c o m p l i c a t e d
than on many
other youth
models.

“Darton is
committed to the
youth market,
and our versatile
Ranger series
bow made here

in Michigan is an excellent vehicle for
growing passions,” says Rex
Darlington, Darton Archery owner
and president. “The bow is light-
weight, with a wide range of adjust-
ments for both draw weight and draw
length. It allows the bow to grow with
the young archer and keeps the sport
affordable for their parents. 

“Darton is an approved supplier
for the state of Michigan After School
Archery Program,” this bow designer
and bow company executive added.     

Hoyt
801-363-2990
www.hoyt.com 
“We have a strong tradition of

designing great youth bows,” says
Hoyt’s Marketing Manager, Jeremy
Eldredge, “and the Ruckus is just
another example of our commitment
to the future of archery and bowhunt-
ing.”        

Hoyt’s 2011 Ruckus is a perfor-
mance-driven youth bow offered at a
great price and loaded with technolo-
gy normally reserved for big-boy

Diamond Archery
by BowTech bene-
fits from its found-
ing company’s cut-
ting-edge technol-
ogy. The Razor
Edge is no excep-
tion, a fast yet
affordable youth
bow with a broad
range of adjust-
ment capabilities.
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bows. Sporting a full 10 inches of
draw length adjustability via Hoyt’s
all-new and speedy VersaFlex Cam
(18 to 28 in .5 inch increments), the
Ruckus allows youth shooters to
develop skills with a bow that fits like
a glove no matter what the latest
growth spurt has wrought. This nail-
tough bow is made to last, but weighs
only 2.8 pounds with a 29.75 inch
axle-to-axle and 6.75 inch brace
height. The VersaFlex Cam system,
Tec riser and YZ 50 limbs rocket
arrows to speeds of up to 281 fps, tak-
ing some of the guesswork out of
range judging. The Hoyt Ruckus is
offered in 10 to 20, 20 to 30, 30 to 40
and 40 to 50 pound draw weight
ranges to offer top performance in
their respective configurations.

Eldredge also had this to add, “At
Hoyt we’re deeply committed to
growing archery and bowhunting
through our youth. There’s nothing
better than getting kids involved in
archery and seeing them succeed.
I’ve never met a kid who didn’t love
archery once they gave it a try. One of
the keys to keeping them interested is
providing quality, high-performance
equipment allowing them to shoot
accurately and consistently. Hoyt’s
new Ruckus is a perfect example of
that bow. It’s loaded with technolo-
gies such as parallel split limbs, Tec
Lite riser, AlphaShox, Fuse custom
strings and more, but also allows a
huge range of draw length adjust-
ment so it can grow with a kid.”  

Martin Archery 
509-529-2554 
www.martinarchery.com 
Martin has long had the future of

archery at heart, offering one of the
widest varieties of youth bows
around. Martin’s General Manager,
Scott Landwehr, puts it into perspec-
tive. “With 60 years and three genera-
tions invested in the industry, we eas-
ily see the importance of keeping kids
interested in our great sport.
Interested youth need to be kept
interested, and that means equip-
ment needs to be available for all age
groups. Martin Archery offers
recurves, longbows and compounds
in a variety of sizes so that all age
groups have something to choose
from.”  

Models like the HedgeHog and
Tiger are made for the very youngest
archers and offer solid, straight-
shooting options for pee-wee
through cub shooters just getting into
archery. The HedgeHog comes in
Compound (21 to 23 inch draw at 10
pounds) and Recurve
(14  to 21 inch draw at 5
to 15 pounds) and
includes indestructible
composite construc-
tion. The Tiger com-
pound includes a T-Pro
Single Cam and parallel
limbs to insure a fast,
shock-free shot. The
enclosed sight window
allows either right- or
left-hand shooting with
a single bow and cap-
tures the arrow for
added safety. It offers 10
to 20 pound draw
weight and 14 to 24
inch draw length with-
out adjustment. 

For big-game per-
formance wrapped
around adult-bow
design features, the
new Threshold
Adventures Series by
Wildman combines 305
fps potential with a

Darton Archery’s youth-bow selection
has always been tops in terms of perfor-
mance. The affordable Ranger I, II and III
carry on that tradition, accommodating
archers from PeeWee to Youth 3-D classes.

Filled with Hoyt innovation but scaled
down to fit smaller shooters, the all-new
Ruckus is designed to grow with young
shooters.

Martin Archery has long
kept the aspiring archer
in mind. For 2011 one of
the company’s many
options includes the
HedgeHog Recurve,
priced to sell and made
from tough materials
that make it kid proof.
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complete compound bow package
that includes everything needed to
start shooting right away. This is a
full-size hunting bow including a
lightweight, durable riser and power-
ful limbs. The machined aluminum,
75 percent letoff single cam system
includes a full set of interchangeable
modules that allow draw length
adjustment from 25 to 30 inches in 1
inch increments, and without affect-
ing draw weight (customers choose
40 to 50 or 60 to 70 pounds). The bow
weighs 4.2 pounds and includes a
36.75 inch axle-to-axle length and
forgiving 6.9 inch brace.  The package
includes two carbon arrows,
Wildman launcher rest, quiver and 3-
pin fiber-optic sight, plus its packag-
ing box also doubling as a carrying

case. It comes in right-hand only and
is covered in Next Camo.      

Mathews, Inc.
608-269-2728 
www.mathewsinc.com 
“Not every child can be a star

quarterback or gymnast,” says
Corrine Yohann, Mathews Inc.
Marketing Communications
Specialist, “but every child can shoot
archery and excel at it. Putting a bow
in the hands of a child ignites their
fine motor skills and coordination,
attention to detail, listening skills and
most importantly their self-esteem.
I’ve seen the most introverted child
light up and break out of their shell to
become a more confident individual
when a bow was in their hand…and
that is worth everything to Mathews,
our CEO Matt McPherson and
myself.”

Tim Strickland, host of
Strickland’s Archery Adventure televi-
sion show, adds to those sentiments.
“In the ‘90s it became apparent less
and less kids were going afield. The
age of the computer had arrived and
the kids were the target for future
sales. Many people knew something
needed to be done to get the youth
out of doors and in the field so they
could come face-to-face with actual
reality rather than perceived truth. In
short, the reality of what God created
in comparison with what man discov-
ered.” 

“The NASP program has created
the potential for a beginning for mil-
lions of youth to be grounded with
the experience that in many cases
impresses on youth feelings of
accomplishment they have never felt

before. The great advantage is how
well the positive instruction from
NASP works elsewhere. The trail from
NASP to the out of doors is a great
success. A positive increase of youth
licenses is proof. Not long ago virtual-
ly all states had low numbers of youth
license sales. A positive increase has
now replaced that.” 

“Largely because of NASP the
future for archery looks solid. All the
folks who were instrumental in start-
ing NASP and those who keep it run-
ning are owed more than can be paid
for the positive influence NASP has to
offer for our youth,” Strickland con-
cluded.  

Mathews’ Genesis bows really
deserve a lot of credit for setting the
entire youth-bow movement into
motion. With its simple but effective
system that eliminates letoff on light-
draw bows it allows many archers to
shoot a single bow, as well as grow
without rendering their bow obsolete.
The result is a bow that accommo-
dates draw lengths from 15 to 30
inches. Adjustable from 10 to 20
pounds, a Genesis set at 20 pounds
produces energy comparable to a 35
pound recurve. The Genesis is offered
in eight colors, including Blue
Raspberry, Key Lime, Wild Berry, Red
Cherry, Lemon Yellow, Camouflage,
Pink Lemonade and Orange. The
Genesis is also available in starter kits
that include five aluminum arrows,
color-coordinated belt quiver and
arm guard, two target faces and an
informative owner’s manual. 

Of course Mathews is not one to
rest on its laurels. The Ignition is
Mathews’ first contribution to the
performance youth-bow market. This

Part of the Adventure Series by Wildman
line sold by Martin Archery, the Threshold
is made with big-game hunting in mind,
designed to fit the teen or female shooters
looking for the power and speed of the
company’s bigger models.
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single-cam bow features Mathews’
innovations such as vibration-
squelching string suppressors, fully-
machined Aeroriser, sculpted wood
grip and Zebra Hybrid low-stretch
bowstring. A generous 6.5 inch brace
makes it forgiving, with a 65 percent
letoff to make it fast. It’s available in
draw lengths from 22 to 26 inches
(including half sizes from 22.5 to 25.5
inches) and peak draw weights of 20,
30, 40 and 50 pounds. An example of
its impressive speed is illustrated by a
26 inch draw set at 50 pounds, pro-
ducing IBO ratings of 278 fps. It’s
offered in Realtree Hardwoods HD,
Black Cherry and Blueberry finishes.
Each bow is sold in a set draw length,
though Mathews offers an affordable
cam exchange program allowing cus-
tomers to “upgrade” their bow as they
grow. This assures maximum perfor-

mance at each draw length, but does
make it a bit less convenient than
many standard youth models. 

Mission Archery 
608-269-2728 
www.missionarchery.com 
Mathews’ sister company

Mission is a relative newcomer to
archery but has been making quick
converts with high quality at afford-
able prices. The new Craze com-
pound also happens to offer, perhaps,
the widest range of adjustability in
today’s youth market – though this
bow easily serves the average adult
shooter. It’s draw length adjustable
from 19 to 30 inches and 15 to 70
pounds of draw weight, allowing it to
not only last a young archer a poten-
tial lifetime, but fit nearly any cus-
tomer that walks through your door,
without the need to change limbs or
cams. Draw weight increases in pro-
portion to draw length, so set at its
shortest 19 inch draw length pulling
weights of 15 to 46 pounds are possi-
ble; set at 30 inches 33 to 70 pounds.
Seventy pounds of draw weight can
be achieved at draw lengths as low as
25 inches. This is accomplished
through an easily-adjusted, rotating-

module system — without a bow
press. More impressive yet, set at 28
inches draw length this 3.75 pound,
7.5 inch braced bow yields an amaz-
ing 306 fps. It produces this kind of
performance at both ends of the
adjustability spectrum. It’s covered in
Lost Camo AT.   

“Our retailers say the Craze is
perfect for their business,” says Jon
DuMars, Director of Sales for Mission.
“They don’t have to stock various
draw lengths and it can fit just about
anyone who walks through their
door. With 40 pounds of (weight)
adjustment and 306 fps speed, it’s an
easy sell to anyone that’s looking for
high performance on a budget.” 

Parker Compound Bows, Inc.
540-337-5426 
www.parkerbows.com  
“Parker is a family company and

has long supported the values of par-
ents and mentors introducing kids to
bowhunting,” says Paul Vaicunas, vice
president of marketing for Parker.
“We want those new hunters to have
the very best experience possible, so
we didn’t cut any corners when we
designed the Side-Kick Extreme. It’s a
high-performance bow, in a little

Mathews deserves much of the credit for setting the modern youth archery ball into
motion. The Genesis is not only affordable, but designed without a set draw length or
draw weight that allows it to be shot by virtually anyone in the family.

Better known for Genesis youth bows,
Mathews broke into the high-end
youth/woman’s market with the incredible
Ignition, engineered for smaller shooters
but offering big-game killing power.
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package. There is great pride shared
among all of us at Parker when we
receive a letter or picture from a
young hunter after they’ve had a pos-
itive hunting experience with our
products. We are part of their story
forever when that happens.”

The Side-Kick Extreme was
designed to meet this demand of
young and small-framed archers,
now offered in hot pink after Parker
recognized the National Archery In
the Schools Program recorded 45 per-
cent female participation. The bow
weighs 3.2 pounds and includes com-
pact 31 inch axle-to-axle dimensions.
The machined aluminum riser and
XP Extreme Parallel Limbs make it
quiet and fast. They are offered in
peak draw weights of 29, 40 and 50
pounds and 18 to 28 inch draw

lengths. All of this is easily adjusted
through Parker’s 80 percent letoff
GWP cam and limb combo with no
bow press. It’s backed by a lifetime
warranty. Furthermore, the Side-Kick

Extreme is part of the “Grow with
Parker” program, allowing the owner
to upgrade to heavier limbs of the
shooters choice for only $50. The bow
sells for less than $300.

“The Side-Kick Extreme com-
pound bow is one of Parker’s great
successes and dealer favorites,” says
Vaicunas. “The features on this bow
compare to top-shelf adult units, with
a factory string suppressor, a two-
piece walnut-finished grip and per-
formance of up to 270 fps. With an
extra-wide draw length latitude and
peak weights up to 60 pounds, the
Side-Kick Extreme is not only easy for
dealers to sell, but a lot of fun for
shooters.” 

The popular Buck-Shot youth
bow has been around more than six
years, a proven design that has intro-

Rotating modules within each eccentric
are used to adjust draw length on the
Mission Craze, starting as low as 19 inch-
es. At that setting the limb bolts can be
relaxed to start a youngster at 19 pounds.

Hannah
Tisdale,
daughter of
author
Meitin’s
hunting
buddy
Steven
Tisdale,
used a
Parker Buck
Shot set at
45 pounds
to take her
first deer at
age 10.

The newly-designed Buck Shot Extreme
from Parker was reconfigured to accom-
modate a wider range of shooters, from
Pee-Wees to young adults; with 3-D win-
ning accuracy and big-game potential.
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duced thousands of youngsters to
archery. More recently the Buck-Shot
Extreme was reengineered to reach a
wider group of budding young
hunters by introducing features
found on adult models. New riser
geometry reduces weight to a mere
2.75 pounds in a rugged machined-
aluminum design, limb pockets have
been redesigned to allow more paral-
lel limb profile and the weight range
was expanded from 15 to 45 pounds
in two models. The new Buck-Shot
Extreme cam allows draw length
adjustment from 17 to 26 inches (in
half inch increments), while also
boosting speed. The riser holds a
comfortable Synprene grip and
braided wrist sling. It’s offered with
Realtree Max-4 HD or Next G1 Pink
camo – all for less than $250.

Both models can be purchased
with optional Outfitter packages for
around $50 extra, fully assembled
with a 3 pin fiber optic sight, peep,
quick detach quiver and choice of
Hostage or TM-style arrow rest.       

PSE Archery
520-884-9065
www.pse-archery.com 
The Tucson, Arizona, archery

giant has two awesome new youth
bows for 2011; the Mini Burner
made for the littlest shooters, the
Chaos One designed for smaller-
framed bowhunters seeking big-

game success. The Mini Burner is a
featherweight 2.5 pounds wrapped
into a 26.5 inch axle-to-axle, 7 inch
braced shooting machine able to
propel arrows up to 261 fps at a 26
inch draw length. It includes a draw
length range from 16 to 26 inches
produced by a 70 percent letoff
dual-cam system and can be had in
peak draw weights of 20, 29 and 40
pounds. Performance features
include new Mini SF Technology
limbs and new PSE FC Cam System,
which allows easy adjustment and
maintains draw weight throughout
its entire draw length span. You can
also adjust the cam so the draw
weight increases as the draw length
gets longer or draw weight decreases
as the draw length is made shorter.
Models with higher peak draw
weight capabilities allow up to 20
pounds of draw weight adjustment.
Color options include black
riser/Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity
limbs, Pink Camo or Hammertone
Blue. A “Ready To Shoot” Kit is also
offered, including the bow, plus
Gemini Sight, Whisker Biscuit arrow
rest, Mongoose Quiver, wheel peep
and nock set. Upgrading to a higher
weight option costs only $65.

The Chaos One has been
improved for 2011, now offering 302
fps potential at 28 inches and 60
pounds. The 60 pound peak weight
is new for the coming season (in

addition to 40- and
50 pound bows). It
offers draw lengths
between 24 and 28
inches and letoff of
65 or 80 percent,
all accommodated
by a single cam
and without a bow
press. The bow
weighs 3.3 pounds
and includes 30.5
a x l e - t o - a x l e
dimensions and 6
7/8 inch brace. The
bow is powered by
a NI Single Cam
System with asym-
metric idler wheel
for improved per-
formance. It also
includes highly-

preloaded 12 inch split limbs that
produce past-parallel geometry. The
Mini Slim, Low Torque (SLT) Grip
and multiple sight-mounting holes
allow it to accommodate a wider
spectrum of shooters. Like the Mini
Burner, the Chaos One can be
upgraded for weight for a mere $65.
It is available in Mossy Oak Break-Up
Infinity, Skulz or Pink camo patterns
and matte black and also includes
the option of a “Ready To Shoot”
Package with the same accessory
options as the Mini Burner.               

Quest Bowhunting
810-392-8431
www.questbowhunting.com 
A division of G5 Outdoors, Quest

burst onto the archery market with
innovation and precise engineering
the original company made its name
with. “The Torch was built to gener-

Parker’s youth bows, such as the Sidekick
shown here, are offered in ready-to-shoot
packages, set up so all a kid needs are
arrows, some basic instruction and a lot of
enthusiasm.
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ate good speed and performance for
the small-frame, lower draw weight
shooter. Plus the ‘Grow as You Go’
guarantee allows the draw length
and poundage to be increased as the
shooter grows,” says Joel Harris, G5
Outdoors’ brand manager. In regards
to the “Grow-As-You-Go” Guarantee,
the 2011 Torch can be upgraded for
increased draw length up to 30 inch-
es and draw weight up to 70 pounds
for the life of the bow. 

The 33 inch bow weighs 4.2
pounds and includes a 6 inch brace
height. QS SD Cam Technology gives
youth and small-framed shooters
performance needed for bowhunt-
ing or serious competition, the
forged T6061 aluminum riser mak-
ing it highly durable and light-
weight. It is available in draw
lengths from 24 to 28 inches and
draw weights from 30 to 45 pounds.

In addition, the Torch is offered in
tough and innovative Gfade finish in
Realtree Pink AP Snow Camo or AP
HD (about $400) or film dipped for
$20 less. G5 Torch Package
Components can also be ordered,
including Cobra sight and G5 Meta
Peep, Whisker Biscuit arrow rest and
Alpine arrow quiver.           

If the recent proliferation of
quality youth bows is any indica-
tion, the future of archery has never
looked brighter. These models make
it easy to get young archers started
and much easier to realize success,
whether the target is foam or flesh
and blood. This assures kids stay

hooked and inspired; a highly-
important element in today’s hectic,
distraction-filled world.

Like many youth bow models today,
Quest Archery offers growing archers
options for expansion, in this case the
Grow-As-You-Go Guarantee, including up-
grades for draw length and weight for the
life of the bow.

PSE calls the Chaos One a bow built for
smaller archers hunting big game. It has
been improved for 2011, including a new
60-pound peak weight and 302 fps speed
potential. It is also available in a Ready To
Shoot Package.

PHOTO RIGHT: The little PSE Mini Burner
accommodates draw weights from 16 to
26 inches and draw weights from 20 to 40
pounds, giving aspiring young archers 261
fps speed potential and room to grow.
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